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ABSTRACT: While scientific knowledge or content is the heart of
science, there are universal scientific themes and processes which must
be understood before anyone can truly understand and evaluate science
and scientific mformation. This paper will examine these themes and
processes and explore how database producers and information
professionals can use them to foster science literacy.

Introduction
The purpose of this paper
is to explore:
Types of Science Literacy

a What We can do in Developing
Web Sites for Science Literacy

Tbe folloving are definitiom of sciem literacyfrom a variety of sources.
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Scientific Literacv

Practical scientific literacy
0

Cultural scientific literacy
Civic scientific literacy

Civic Scientific
Literacy
A person who is has achieved civic
scientific literacy has enough
understanding of scientific
terms,concepts, and processes to
that she can read a newspaper or
magazine and understand the
essence of a controversy and make
an informed decision.

Literacy
Vocabulary and concepts
N
N

Use of jargon-explained
Definitions in context

Knowledge of processes

>> "Science in the making
N

rather than science made"
The same science being
described to all levels

WWW Science Sites
for the Public

a Started as professional but
expanded for public use.

Started from beginning for general
public.
a Designed for children

Hour Two: Acoustical Oceanography
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Student Questions
1) Do fish make sounds?
2) How do they makethem?
3)Wny do they make them?
4) What does a blue whale stmi soundkt?
S)WheredoMue~mlesspendtheninter?Howabwtk~
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Student Project: What ISIn a sound:,

Goal:
To understandthat sound can be usedto find out about areaswecan
observe by sight (e.9, inside our bodies, mthin the ocean depths and far into
outer space)

Background:
Sound e employed in equ~pmentlike sonar and echdocation to map the
ocean door and determine the location of large animals, submergedships
and other objects in the ocean. Sound is employed in medical equipm
- ultra-soundto observe the gmW and developmentof a humanfeb~s
birth. Sound is also used to map oil and mineral deposits deep W i n
earth and to qlore the properties of space objects. In some equip
element being measured is the time ittakes for sound to be sent out
returned. In other types of equipment the characterisbc being measure
frequency of sound wave Mich is produced by interacting the object.

Procedure:
1. Place one handtlat, palm dorm, on a spot on your body. Stnke the tip of
the third finger of the hand w~ththe third finger of your other hand. Practice
untilyou get a consistent and clear sound. (This is what doctors do Men they
check the condition of your lungs)
2. Make a map of the Internal structures of you body using the following
sound guidebnes.
0 a) A dull sound indicates solid muscle (like on your thigh)
0 b) A hollow sound indicates airy parts (like the stomach and lungs)

0

c) A resonate or ringingsound indicates air and mass (like ribs)
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Acoustic Thermometry of Ocean Climate (ATOC)
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What's New

ATOC Summary and Results

ATOC's California Source

Acoustic Thermometry of Ocean Climate:

ATOC's Climate Research
The basic idea of ATOC is simple. Sound travels faster in warmwater than in cold water.The h ~ e l
time of a sound signal from a source near California to a receiver nearAlaska, for example, wil
decrease if the intervening ocean warms up, and will increase if the ocean cools down.
The travel time is a direct measure of the average temperature between the source and receiver.The
information obtained is similar to that which is obtained for the atmosphere by averaging
temperature data from the many thousands of land-based weather stations that exist
By measuringthe travel times of these sounds, it is anticipated
that basin-scale (entire ocean) measurements of ocean
temperatures can be obtainedthat wil provide important
information for studying global climate questions, particularly
global warming due to the "greenhouse effect"
ATQC plans to employ hva sources, one offshore California and
one north of Kauai, and numerous receivers in the North Pacific.
The transmission schedule is dictated by the marine mammal
research program, but valuable climate datacan be gleaned
using the travel time data from these transmissions,

http:/ / atocdb.ucsd.edu/M
MRP-page.htm1
Acoustic Thermometry of Ocean Climate:
ATOC's Marine Mammal Research Program
The Marine Mammal Research Program (MMRP), led by Dr. ChristopherW. Clark of Cornell
University's Bioacoustic Research? rogram, is designedto provide informationon hearing
capabilities of marine mammals and sea turtles, response of marine mammals and other marine
organisms to man.made sounds, (both from the ATOC source and from other sources, such as
shipping noise), and to provide information needed to direct policies for long-term protectionand
conservation of marine species. The MMRP recognizesthat the available data on the effects of low
frequency sound on marine mammals are sparse and has designed a research protocol to broaden
the information base.

CAsourcepg.html
Acoustic Thermometry of Ocean Climate:
ATOC's California Source
ATOC's California sound source is located on Pioneer Seamount, 3,000 feet below the
ocean's surface and approximately50 miles offshore Half Moon Bay.

The Pioneer Seamount source began transmitting on December 2,1995. Since then, the
schedule of transmissions has been dictated by the California Marine Mammal Research
Program (MMRP), led by Or. Dan Costa ofthe University of California, Santa Cmz.

Calif mia Scum

The MMRP's decision to start a series of transmissions is based on anumber of factors, primarily
dependent on observationlsurvey opportunities. Once initiated, a series consists oftwenty minute
transmissions every4 hours, following a 5 minute ramp-up period, which alerts any marine
mammals in the vicinity of the source. The transmissions last from 2 to 4 days and are accompanied
by a series of aerial surveys conducted in the days
to and during the series of transmissions.
. prior
.
(Click here to see transmission schedules.]
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While Dr. Costa and his team are gathering marine mammal information, ATOC Climate data is
simultaneously being collected by the network of receivers that rim the Pacific.
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Return to ATOC Home
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The Alternate Source Test
Recent Activity in California: A cable fault reported on 3121197, and possible fishing entanglement with the
ATOC cable on 3127b7

The A TOC Homepage is h a t e d at hftp;//atocdb.ucsd.edcnC

contact the ATOC Webmaster at &t@!gpp.ucsd.edu . Last updated 814196
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Acoustic Thermometry of Ocean Climate:
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Acoustic Thermometry of Ocean Climate:
What's New
KAUAl MMRP PILOT SUDY COMPLETE QUICKmLOOK REPORT AVAILABLE
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he "Quick Look Report ofthe Hawa.ii ATOGMMRP Hawaiian ,9971'98 Results6 is
now available.The report, which provides the data and preliminary results from the 1998 Kauai Pilot
Study, is being provided pursuant to the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for the Kauai
MMRP in conjunction with the ATOC Project.
As indicated in the report, the overall conrlusion from the researchto date is that no acute or short-term effects, as
defined in Table C1 of the Kauai FEIS, e r e observed and that bpresentiy there are no MMRP resuls indicating that
any species shows any biologialty signiiicznt adverse response to the operational ATOC sound or playback of the
ATOC sound using swral dflerent und:mter speakers.6

A brief summary of the Kauai Pilot Study nsults are as follovvs:
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